CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Employee is one of the factors that can contribute to the creation of wealth for the organization/company. It is important to give training for the new employee or existence employee to let them know and familiar about the new material, tool, technique that they need to use in carry out and complete their task and duties. In fact, OTJ training are be done in normal working environment and condition with having two way communication and direct instruction. Therefore OTJ training that are be implement in an efficient way to all level of department can give significant impact on employees performance. The present study has examined the relationship between OTJ training and employee performance. OTJ training gives impact to employee performance that can be shown on the result in performing the task and duties (Abd Jalil 2012).

This chapter provides an overview about On-the-job training (OTJ) that brings impact to the employee performance and increase organization productivity. This chapter consists of Background of Study, Problem Statement, Research Objective, Research Question, Scope, Significant of Study, Operational Definition, Expected Result and Theoretical Framework.
1.1 PROBLEM BACKGROUND

According to Wikipedia (2014) mention that manufacturing is the production of merchandise. It is done by formulation or chemical, biological processing and also the workforce or machines, tools for use or sale. This is like the human activity and combine with the machine to produce something valuable for example handicraft to high tech because the processes to produce something are changing to the new one and high technology. It is clearly apply in industrial production which raw materials are transformed into finished goods on a large scale and easier for the company to fulfil customer demand of product.

From that the company or the organization need to maintain the quality and the performance to maintain their goal are achieve and success. But, to maintain all that must have the continuous improvement in the organization and the person or the department who are responsible is Human Resources department (HRD). HRD is design training to their employee to ensure their skill and ability always polishes and can contribute to the production of product. Business dictionary define training as an organized activity aimed at imparting information and/or instructions to improve the recipient's performance or to help him or her attain a required level of knowledge or skill. Nadler (1970) also mention that the department that need to handle and preparing training that suitable to the employee is HRD department. Not only that, HRD also need to help the employee during the training to see it run smoothly in order to meet the organization goal to be success.

Many organizations also have applied on-the-job (OTJ) training in their organization/company to enhance the job performance of company because through a job performance also can contribute the successful organization. The meaning of job performance is whether a person performs their job well. That’s why many company applied OTJ in their company because the root to be success and maintain organization performance is from their employee and to make employee perform well is by training. Bartel (2008) in her study also mentions about the productivity gain from the implementation of employee training that give significant impact to employee performance in manufacturing sector. In her study also found that increases labor
productivity growth between 1983 and 1986 after implementing training to employee compare to the 1983 that shows the slow productivity. The growth of employee performance brings the comparable business by 1986.

As a develop country, Malaysia need more capable workforce in many sector of production to ensure the stability of our economy. The demand of workforce is too high and it force Malaysia to hiring outside employee from others employee and the one of that factor is less number of capable worker in a certain area. From that Malaysia and many nongovernmental organisations (NGO) develop the comprehensive training program for future workforce and ensure we have skill workforce. In develop training program we have two methods that is on-site method and off-site method for employees and employer always use on-site method that is on-the-job training. On-the-job training also has many programs that are suitable applying in organization especially in manufacturing sector. The important element is choosing the right and the best method to develop training for employee to be it profitable for organization.

This research will address one specific aspect of human resources management which is training to see whether it is true by applying training to employee can give significant impact on employee performance. Nowadays not in Malaysia only practise training but it is worldwide because the benefit itself for organization. Too many type of training program have been develop for each sector to polish new skill and knowledge and organization are willing to spend more money for the training program because as even have knowledge without practical it not fully give the better performance for individual but whether training give positive impact on employee performance. A various manufacturing company in Seremban, Negeri Sembilan also applying training and be more specific is OTJ training for their company. There apply OTJ training because believe that OTJ training can give and improve employee performance and also towards to organization productivity.

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Employee helps the company by the range of activity. In manufacturing to produce a good and quality of product, one factors is company/organization need to